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Arctic Ice to  

Last Decades Longer  

Than Thought 

?!?!? 

 
September 21 s t ,  2009 
 
Ker Than   
N at ional  G e ogr aph ic  Ne ws  
 
 
 

SO–CALLED  GLOBAL  
WARMING  IS A  MYTH ! 

 
 
 
 
This year's cooler–than–expected summer means the Arctic  probably 
won't experience ice–free summers until 2030 or 2040, scientists  
say.  
 
I N OTHER WORDS  ...  SO–CALLED GLOBAL WARMING IS A MYTH  ! 
 
Some models had previously predicted that the Arctic could be ice 
free in summer by as soon as 2013, due to rising temperatures from 
global warming.  
 
PREDICTION MODELS FOR SO –CALLED GLOBAL WARMING ARE CLEARLY W RONG ! 
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However,  that scenario required Arctic sea ice to shrink at the re-
cord–setting pace of summer 2007, when sea ice coverage dropped 
to 1.6 mill ion square miles (4.13 mill ion square kilometres), said 
Walter Meier,  a sc ientist a t the U.S. National Snow and Ice Data 
Center in Boulder, Colorado.  
 
This summer Arctic sea ice shrank to only 1.97 mill ion square miles 
(5.1 mill ion square kilometres).  The 2009 drop is sti l l the th ird 
largest on record, but it's not as big as some scientists had feared.  
 
ACTUALLY , SCIENTISTS FEAR LOSING LUCRATIVE FINANCING FOR THIS  SILLY RESEARCH ! 
 
Arctic sea ice typically shrinks in the summer and grows in the 
winter. It typically reaches its lowest coverage around mid–
September.  
 
 

ON E–Y EA R  R EPR IEV E  
 
Meier cautions the new findings do not mean the Arctic is in recov-
ery, or that global warming is s lowing down.  
 
YEAH , RIGHT ! 
 

" I look at it as a one–year reprieve," he said. " I don't ex-
pect that to continue."  
 
I N OTHER WORDS  ... «  I  HOPE GLOBAL WARMING CONTINUES , OR I  WILL BE OUT OF A JOB !  » 
 
For one thing, this year's ice  is thinner than in the past, and thus 
more vulnerable to future melt.  
 

" If we get another really warm summer," Meier said, " we'll 
probably be back to where we were in 2007."  
 
BOTTOM LINE  ...  GLOBAL WARMING IS A MYTH  ! 
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LET’S PAUSE  … 

AND LOOK AT SOME ALARMING STATISTICS. 
 
 
 

It has been predicted that so–called global warming will af-
fect the Arctic, as well as the African and Asian countries, North 
America, and Europe.  Consequently, it is expected that dozens of 
millions of refugees will be created, and that famine will affect 80 to 
200 mi llion  people.  

 

We should all be reminded that many 
experts view global warming as purely 
SPEC U LA T IV E .  We are also advised to get a 
grasp on factual existing problems that 
plague our entire planet.  As we speak, we 
have R EA L problems, with POV ER T Y, AIDS , 
POLLU T ED  DR IN K IN G WA T ER , and MA LA R IA , 
which are afflicting and killing many times 
more people than global warming ever will. 

 

HU N GER  is the most extreme form of POV ER T Y.  Presently, 854 
million  people across the world are hungry.  EV ER Y D A Y , almost 
16,000 children die from hunger–related causes.  Almost 6 million 
children die A N N U A LLY  due to hunger.  
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The latest statistics on the world epidemic 
of AIDS  A N D  HIV indicate that 39½ million  
people are living with it.  AID S  deaths for 2006  
were 2.9 million , despite recent improvements 
to access to antiretroviral treatment. 

 

Equally serious is the fact that a worldwide SH OR T A GE OF 
FR ESH  D R IN K IN G WA T ER  affects forty per cent of the planet’s popu-
lation.  Each year, 11 million  people die of diseases related to water 
that is not clean enough for consumption. 

 

Finally, it is believed that MA LAR IA  acutely afflicts more than 
515 million  people per year.  This number is more people than live 
in Canada, the United States, and Mexico, combined.  Two–thirds of 
all cases occur in Africa.  Additionally, it causes more than 1 mi l-
lion deaths per year, principally among C H IL -
D R EN  under the age of five years and pregnant 
women.  At least eighty–six per cent of these 
deaths are in Sub–Saharan Africa.  Globally, an 
estimated 3,000 women, children, and infants 
die from malaria EVER Y  D A Y .  Twelve billion dol-
lars per year is lost to malaria. 

 

In some countries, more people die of MA LA R IA  than 
HIV/AIDS   ▬  and recently, a new study showed that people who 
contract MA LA R IA  become more likely to spread HIV. 

 

For over one–half century, DDT has been used as part of the 
solution to one of the world’s great problems.  Through the policies 
of D EPR A VED  IN D IFFER EN C E  of Environmental Terror Organizations, 
DDT has been prohibited in a manner that can only be described as  
«  EC O–M A N SLA U GH T ER  ».   
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ERADICATING MALARIA 

WITH DDT. 

 
 
 

M A LA R IA  has wrought an enormous economic toll, by inca-
pacitating otherwise productive people.  The burden of malaria 
costs Sub–Saharan Africa an estimated twelve bill ion dollars  per 
year.  Thousands SU R V IVE the disease with brain damage, thus 
keeping millions at home to care for them.  It is the principal reason 
why people in Africa are living in abject POV ER T Y. 

 

Both North America and Europe have not harboured malarial 
MOSQU IT OES since the 1940s .  This was accomplished through the 
use of a range of public health measures, as well as generally in-
creasing health and living standards.  In 
fact, the beginning of the decline of ma-
laria was due principally to the drainage 
of swampland and the removal of mill-
ponds.  In had been known since 1914  
that malaria could be controlled by fluc-
tuating water levels.  Nonetheless, DDT 
contributed to the final eradication of 
malaria in the developed world.  
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In 1955, the World Health Organization 
(W.H.O.) began a program to eradicate malaria 
throughout the world.  The program relied 
greatly upon the application of DDT to control 
mosquitoes, with a practice called DDT resid-
ual house spraying.  As a result of this pro-
gram, by 1967, malaria was eradicated from all 
developed countries where malaria was en-
demic.  Large areas of tropical Asia and Latin 
America were freed from the risk of infection.  In Sub–Saharan Af-
rica, the campaign was only launched in three countries since it 
was not considered feasible in the others. Swaziland and Mozam-
bique are examples of countries that have very successfully reduced 
malaria infestations with DDT. 
 

Throughout the years, spectacular decreases in malaria infec-
tions and deaths were seen after implementing an extensive anti–
mosquito program with DDT.  Here are f ive examples.  ▬  

 
 

 IN D IA .   ■   1945.    
■  Almost 1 mill ion  malarial deaths reported. 
 
IN D IA .   ■   1960.    
■  Only a few thousand cases were reported. 

 
 

 REPU B L IC  OF  CH IN A  (T H E IS LA N D  OF TA IWA N ) .   ■   1945.   
■  1 million  cases of malaria.  DDT  was soon adopted. 
Republic of China (the island of Taiwan).   
 
REPU B L IC  OF  CH IN A  (T H E IS LA N D  OF TA IWA N ) .   ■   1969.    
■  Only 9 cases were reported, and shortly thereafter, malaria 
was eradicated from the island.  
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 SK R I L A N K A  (CEYLON ) .   ■   1946.   
■  2.8 mi llion  cases of malaria.   
 
SK R I L A N K A .   ■   1961.   
■  There were only 110 cases were reported.   
 
SK R I L A N K A .   ■   1969.    
■  The DDT  program was halted, and malaria rebounded with 
2½ mil lion  cases. 

 
 

 SOU T H  AFR IC A  (K WA ZU LU  NA T A L PR OV IN C E) .   ■   1996.    
■  DDT was stopped and the number of malarial deaths rose 
from 8,000 to 42,000 .   
 
SOU T H  AFR IC A  (K WA ZU LU  NA T A L PR OV IN C E) .   ■   2000.    
■  There was a 400 per cent increase  in malaria deaths.   
 
SOUTH AFR ICA (K WA ZULU NATAL PROVINCE).   ■   Modern day .    
■  After the return of DDT , combined with the introduction of 
new therapies to treat malaria patients, malarial deaths have 
been reduced to less than 50 per year. 

 
 

 VEN E ZU ELA .   ■   1943.    
■  817,000  malarial deaths reported.   
 
VEN E ZU ELA .   ■   1958.    
■  Only 800 cases were reported. 
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In 1970 , the U.S. National Academy of Sciences summed 
up the situation with the following excerpt from their book Life 
Sciences.  ▬  

 
<<  To only a few chemicals does man owe as great a 
debt as to DDT.  […]  In little more than two decades, 
DDT has prevented 500 million human deaths, due to ma-
laria, that otherwise would be inevitable.  >> 

 
The situation concerning malaria eradication can be summa-

rized with the three  following points  ▬   
 

 DDT contributed to the final eradication of malaria in the devel-
oped world. 

 
 Spectacular decreases in malaria infections and deaths were 

seen after implementing anti–mosquito program using DDT. 
 

 Our modern day world of politicized science refuses to admit 
that DDT has prevented hundreds of millions of deaths with its 
life–saving eradication of human diseases. 

 
For over one–half century, DDT has been used as part of the 

solution to one of the world’s great problems.  Through the policies 
of depraved indifference of Environmental Terror Organizations, 
DDT will be prohibited in a manner that can only be described as 
«  EC O–M A N SLA U GH T ER  » . 

 
Additionally, these Enviro–Terror Organizations prefer seeing 

money wasted on investigating myths like so–called global warm-
ing rather that solving some REAL  world problems, such as with 
POVER T Y, AID S , POLLU T ED  D R IN K IN G WA T ER , and MA LA R IA , which 
are afflicting and killing many times more people than global 

warming ever will. 
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The Environmental 

Terror Movement 

has been MOSTLY 

WRONG and MALI-

CIOUSLY ALARMIST 
and DECEPTIVE for 

almost one–half cen-

tury. 

 

In the last fifty 

years, most Enviro–

Maniacs have been 

shown to be mostly 
wrong  ─  just like 

most in the Envi-

ronmental Terror 

Movement are 

wrong today about 

pest control prod-

ucts.   

 

The Environmental 

Terror Movement 

has been MALI-

CIOUSLY DECEPTIVE 

regarding so–called 

GLOBAL WARMING 

by using LIES, MIS-
CONCEPTIONS, CO-

ERCION, THREATS, 

and TERROR! 

 

The Environmental 

Terror Movement is 

MALICIOUSLY DE-

CEPTIVE about 2,4–
D by using LIES, 

MISCONCEPTIONS, 

COERCION, 

THREATS, and TER-

ROR ! 

 

The Environmental 

Terror Movement is 

MALICIOUSLY DE-
CEPTIVE about all 

pest control prod-

ucts used in the 

Green Space Indus-

try ! 

 

Enviro–Maniacs pre-

sent themselves as 
experts in matters 

concerning pest con-

trol products, when 

in fact they have NO 

EXPERTISE WHAT-

SOEVER, thereby re-
sorting to LIES, 

MISCONCEPTIONS, 

COERCION, 

THREATS, and TER-

ROR ! 

 

Enviro–Maniacs use 

their Environmental 
Terror Organizations 

to routinely manipu-

late politicians into 

agreeing to prohibit 

LEGAL, SAFE, and 

IRREPLACEABLE 

pest control prod-
ucts by using LIES, 

MISCONCEPTIONS, 

COERCION, 

THREATS, and TER-

ROR ! 

 

The provinces of On-

tario, New Bruns-

wick, and Quebec, 

were DUPED into 

prohibition by the 

LIES, MISCONCEP-
TIONS, COERCIONS, 

THREATS, and TER-

ROR of Enviro–

Maniacs and their 

Environmental Ter-

ror Organizations ! 

 

The governments 
that capitulated to 

prohibiting pest con-

trol products were 

NAIVELY WRONG ! 

 

Governments that 

capitulate to prohib-

iting LEGAL, SAFE, 
and IRREPLACEABLE 

pest control prod-

ucts are WRONG and 

will be held legally 

liable for their pro-

hibitionist policies ! 

 

Prohibitionist gov-
ernments and the 

culprits in the Envi-

ronmental Terror 

Movement may be 

liable for damages 

worth TENS OF MIL-
LIONS OF DOLLARS. 

 

Enviro–Maniacs may 

be arrested and 

jailed for FRAUD ! 
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FORCE OF NATURE was launched for continuous trans-
mission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009.  It is a series 
of e–newsletters destined for the GREEN SPACE INDUS-
TRY, the ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR MOVEMENT, politi-
cians, municipalities, and the media, nation–wide across 
Canada, and parts of the United States and overseas.  
Force of Nature is produced in two parts.  First.  The Media 
Report itself that reports on the current events affecting the 
future of the GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY.  Second.  Inde-
pendent Perspective, which is a running commentary, 
sometimes technical in nature.  Force of Nature is the 
WHOLE TRUTH from an INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE ! 
 
Force of Nature is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole 
and his entourage.  Norah G is actually an acronym for the 
stable of writers that contribute to 
this e–newsletter.  The opinions ex-
pressed in Force of Nature, even 
though from an INDEPENDENT 
PERSPECTIVE, may not reflect 
those of everyone in the GREEN 
SPACE INDUSTRY, or Mr. Gather-
cole’s many associates.  Be warned !  Mr. Gathercole and 
Norah G may sometimes be very irreverent and fearless 
with these e–newsletters.  DON’T THANK US.  IT’S A PUB-
LIC SERVICE.  AND WE ARE GLAD TO DO IT.  
 
William H. Gathercole holds a degree in Horticulture from 
the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another pure and ap-
plied science degree from MCGILL UNIVERSITY.  He has 
worked in virtually all aspects of the GREEN SPACE IN-
DUSTRY, including public affairs, personal safety, and en-
vironmental issues.  Mr. Gathercole has been a consultant 
and instructor for decades.  He also been an agricultural 
agronomist.  Mr. Gathercole has been following the evolu-
tion of ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter–
century.  His involvement in environmental issues reached 
a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with 
others, legal action against unethical and excessive mu-
nicipal regulations restricting the use of pest control prod-
ucts.  ( i.e. the Town of Hudson. )  Although he can be ac-
cused of being ANTI–ENVIRONMENT–MOVEMENT, he is, 
in fact, simply a strong advocate FOR the GREEN SPACE 
INDUSTRY.  However, this position has not precluded him 
from criticizing the Green Space Industry itself.  Nonethe-

less, his vast knowledge of our long journey with environ-
mental issues is UNDENIABLE.  ( Hopefully ! )  For many 
years, Mr. Gathercole has been a contributing columnist 
for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada’s Turf and 
Grounds Maintenance Authority. 
 
All document excerpts and pictures contained  in Force of 
Nature were found somewhere on the Internet.  We believe 
that they are in the public domain, serving one of the fol-
lowing purposes :  archive, education, promotion, publicity, 
or press release. 
 
We believe that environmental terrorism can be BEATEN !  
Information presented in Force of Nature has been devel-
oped for the education and entertainment of the reader.  
The events, characters, companies, and organizations, de-
picted in this document are not always fictitious.  Any simi-
larity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coinci-
dental.  The mission of Force of Nature is to respond to 
those statements and activities originating from culprits 
that conspire to prohibit FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFI-
CALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE conven-
tional pest control products.  Culprits are identified on the 
basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and where-
abouts.  Even though each culprit is a mis–guided adver-
sary, each still deserves our respect.  The term culprit is 
not an accusation of any legal wrong–doing.  Force of Na-
ture is simply holding culprits accountable for changes in 
public policy that have terrorized the Green Space Indus-
try.  Force of Nature believes that the prohibition policies of 
the ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR MOVEMENT will lead to 
UNEMPLOYMENT, BANKRUPTCY, BUSINESS FAILURE, 
DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION.  The actions of the move-
ment is viewed as a form of TERROR against the Green 
Space Industry. 
 
The following titles are currently available.  (Or, will be 
available in the near future.)  ●  Alberta Prohibition  ●  Brit-
ish Columbia Prohibition  ●  Canadian Association of Phy-
sicians for the Environment  ●  Canadian Environmental 
Law Association  ●  Consequences  ●  David Suzuki Foun-
dation  ●  DDT and Politicized Science  ●  Death and the 
Environmental Movement  ●  Golf and Landscape Trade 
Industries  ●  June Irwin, The Clown of Junk Science  ●  
Kazimiera Jean Cottam  ●  Kelowna BC Prohibition  ●  New 
Brunswick Prohibition  ●  Nova Scotia Prohibition  ●  On-
tario Prohibition  ●  Organic Fertilizers  ●  Pets and Lawn 
Care Chemicals  ●  Prince Edward Island Prohibition  ●  
Quebec Prohibition  ●  Rachel Carson, The Queen of Junk 
Science  ●  Randy Hillier, The Next Premier of Ontario  ●  
Salmon Arm BC Prohibition  ●  The 9/11 Era of the Green 
Space Industry  ●  The Failure of Integrated Pest Manage-
ment  ●  The Industry Strikes Back  ●  The Misconceptions 
About Cancer  ●  The Wisdom of Drysdale  ●  The Wisdom 
of Holland  ●  The Wisdom of Mains  ●  The Wisdom of the 
Solomons  ●  Wisconsin Fertilizer Prohibition  ●  ASK FOR 
A COPY OF ANY BACK ISSUE OF FORCE OF NATURE 
TODAY.  READ ALL ABOUT ENVIRO–MANIACS AND 
THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR ORGANIZATIONS IN 
FORCE OF NATURE !  THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN IN-
DEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE !  
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